Unit Designations

A-04 Og, Ha  A-18 Og, Ha
A-05 Og, Ha  A-19 Og, Ha
A-06 Og, Ha  A-20 Og, Ha
A-10 Ma    A-21 Og, Ha
A-13 Pr    A-22 Wr
A-14 Og, Ha A-23 Ma

Land use designations only apply to land owned by the Department of Natural Resources, as indicated by the management units on this map. There are some small private parcels contained within these units but the designation does not apply to these non-state lands.

This map is for graphic representation only and is intended to be used only as a guide. Areas outside of the planning area are not indicated. Colors have been applied either for illustrative purposes or to distinguish areas with similar characteristics. 
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